
UCWDC World Champion and West Coast Swing Pro. 
Retired GBMS Teacher 35 years

http://www.emeraldcoastdance.net

  6:00-7:00pm 

  Instructors: Bob & Kathy Smith 

 Experience Required
 No Partner Needed

Cost: $10.00 per person / per class

For more information, contact

Bob Smith  (850) 218-4119 or gulfsmith@aol.com

or prepay 10 classes for $90.00

East Coast Swing 2
7:00-8:00pm 

Finally heard from Holley By the Sea! It’s set for the 2 
classes!  West Coast Swing at 5:30-6:30pm and 2 Step 
from 7:30- 8:30pm on Tuesday evening!  Dates are : June 
5- July 10. They will charge us 20% for you and Jay to 
come to class, and it’s a different class than at GB Rec, but 
we do offer the same class - East Coast Swing - as GB Rec 
on Sunday at URU .  20% is fine with us- only $4.80 for 
both of you - drop in rate- not bad at all! You do own 
property at HBTS?  Otherwise you’ll need to have a guest 
pass- bet Sarah has one if you need it! They are strict at 
HBTS, but we like the location & floor! 
You could use the old GB Rec Flyer as a template - just 
change the location & dates& times & dances and Bob is 
only instructor listed.  Also we don’t want to give a discount 
for taking both classes - it’s usually too much for new 
students to try both classes at once! So it’s $60:00 per 
class.  We do want to offer the 10% discount to any military 
person!   They don’t offer a space for private lessons at 
HBTS, so it shouldn’t be on the flyer.  We can always tell 
people they can schedule private lessons at URU Yoga.  
Registration for the classes is done through HBTS as they 
collect all payments.  So contact information for HBTS Rec 
Center should be referenced,  That’ll be odd for you and 
Jay, but just let us know when you’re coming & we will pay 
the 20% of drop in rate of 2.40 each = 20% of  $12.00. 
This is a lot! 

Tuesdays   
Register at https://www.csapalmharbor.org

or call (727) 771-6000
CSA Palm Harbor Parks and Recreation
1500 16th Street, Palm Harbor, FL 34684

Beginner 
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